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CLIMB THE O2
There’s no lift, no escalator, and no-one to carry
you. This is an experience that gets your blood
pumping and your head in the great outdoors.
It’s what we call Urban Mountaineering. And at
Up at The O2, it’s what we do best.
As one of our intrepid explorers, you’ll ascend
all the way to the top of The O2 via a walkway,
suspended 52m above ground level. Kitted out
with your climb suit, boots and harness you’ll be
every inch the urban mountaineer.
Nervous? Don’t be. Our climb guides will be
with you every step of the way.
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HARRY POTTER WARNER
BROS STUDIOS
Explore two soundstages and a backlot filled with
original sets, animatronic creatures and breathtaking
special effects. Experience green screen technology
firsthand, learn how intricate prosthetics help transform
actors in to creatures and marvel at the innovative
artistry that brings a director’s vision to the screen.
Film fans will witness the incredible British talent,
craftsmanship and artistry that went into making the
most successful film series of all time at the working
Studios where the eight Harry Potter™ films were
produced.
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PURSUITS

BUBBLE FOOTBALL

BIKE TOURS

HELICOPTER RIDE

With a huge rage of outdoor
activities available you are bound
to find something for everyone. To
name a few… Clay pigeon shooting,
quad biking, archery, argo cat
driving, hovercraft driving, offroading, air rifle shooting, axe
throwing.

Also
known
as
zorb,
football or bubble football in body
zorbs. The beautiful game in an
inflatable
bubble!
AMAZING
FOOTBALL SKILLS ARE NOT
REQUIRED – to get the ball from
your opponent you’ll need to bash
into them, resulting in some
hilarious bounces and a truly
memorable experience.

With a range of tours available,
whether it is a private tour or open,
guests will have the opportunity to
see a the vast dynamic of sites
London has to offer.

There’s no denying that London is
one of the most stunning cities in
the world. Our incredible London
helicopter flights offer you unique
views of iconic London landmarks
and an experience you’ll never
forget. This really is a trip of a
lifetime that soars above all other
London tourist attractions
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PANORAMIC TOURS
You will get to see the most famous landmarks of
London before a drop off in Westminster where
you can admire the Big Ben and the Houses of
Parliament and the renowned Westminster
Cathedral.
The group will also see the changing of the
guards. Across Westminster Bridge we will see the
London Eye which is Europe’s highest observation
wheel standing at an amazing 135 meters above
the centre of London, it offers magnificent
panoramic views.
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FOOTBALL STADIUM
TOURS
Journey into Emirates Stadium and go on an all
access behind-the-scenes tour. You’ll have the
opportunity to walk in the footsteps of your
heroes, listen to their match day experiences
and explore never before seen footage.
Access to the Directors Entrance, Directors Box,
Diamond Club, Players Entrance, Home and
Away Dressing Room, Head Coach’s Office,
Players Tunnel, Pitchside and Home Dugout,
Flash Interview Rooms, Press Conference Room
and Media Lounge.
Other UK based stadium tours available
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THAMES ADVENTURE
Our super sonic Thames RIB Speedboats have the
largest and most powerful engines on the River
(740 horse power for maximum “V8” twin turbo
thrust) – in short, other boats can “eat our
spray”! Our super fast London Speed Boat trips –
the ultimate exhilarating rollercoaster on water
experience – operate from several docking points
and each include a fantastic Thames RIB Boat tour
of the famous modern and historic London sights
with fascinating guided commentary via a quality
PA system, followed by an invigorating, fast and
furious Thames Speed Boat ride propelled by the
most powerful speedboat engines in Central
London! Now that’s extreme sightseeing…
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AFTERNOON TEA BUS

MINI COOPER TOUR

IPAD TREASURE HUNT

Capture the heart of the city’s
culture, landmarks and history on
our London Routemaster bus,
whilst sipping on a lovely cup of tea
and enjoying the exquisite tastes of
France.

London is a wonderfully busy
metropolis. Our Landmarks of
London Tour has been specifically
designed for people who want to
have a solid overview of the capital
but do not have the time for an all
day excursion. You will be picked up
in a beautifully restored classic
Mini Cooper with your very own
passionate local guide to take you
round all of the landmarks that
make up London’s iconic skyline..

Forget what you think you know
about team building treasure hunts
– We’ve thought outside the
box and created the ultimate
interactive activity days that will
bring out your competitive side.
We’ll take your team building event
to the next level, whether your aim
is to boost morale or welcome new
faces to your workforce.

ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS RECORD A SONG
Abbey Road Studios is the most
famous recording studio in the
world and a global music icon.
Originally a nine-bedroom house
built in 1829, it was purchased by
the Gramophone Company in 1928
who went on to build the world’s
first purpose-built recording studio.
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GLENEAGLES
Enjoy an extensive range of country pursuits
and leisure activities, all of which take place
within the estate. Our instructors are experts in
their fields and take enormous pride in their
work, adhering to the very highest of
professional standards. At Gleneagles, we also
believe that age should not be a barrier to
enjoying the activities on offer, which is why
everything adults can do, children can do too,
from driving scaled-down Land Rovers to riding
miniature ponies.
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BIKE TOUR OF THE
HIGHLANDS
Get out of town and enjoy quiet
country tracks as we ride from Leith
through the new town, old town
and on to the historic Craigmillar
castle and then our route is
flexible; take in Newhailes House,
Musselburgh harbor, Portobello
Promenade.

WHITE WATER RAFTING

GOLFING

ASSAULT COURSES

White water rafting is one of the
most exciting river activities ever
created. White water rafts are
engineered to handle everything
the river can throw at them. Splash
River Tummel White Water Rafting
is situated just north of Pitlochry,
which is located in Highland
Perthshire Scotland.

For more than 600 years St
Andrews Links, much like the game
of golf itself, has evolved. Today
more than 230,000 rounds are
played over our seven public
courses. St Andrews Links Trust also
manages a number of additional
facilities including a golf academy,
three clubhouses and four shops.

Our Edinburgh centre includes our
mile long assault course with all the
usual features such as muddy
obstacles
including
tunnels,
trenches, crawl nets as well as
structures including walls, monkey
bars, rope swings and much more!
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THE RED BUS BISTRO
The stage is set for an indulgent afternoon of taking in the
breath-taking sights of Scotland’s capital.
Combine two quintessentially British classics with an
Afternoon Tea aboard our vintage Routemaster bus.
Step aboard the enchanting Red Bus Bistro for an Afternoon
Tea like no other. On your cake stand you will find traditional
scones with fresh whipped cream and jam, a selection of
finger sandwiches, Scottish smoked salmon blinis, mini
quiches, a selection of petit fours, mini Victoria sponges and
meringues all washed down with as much tea and coffee as
you can drink.
Our afternoon teas and gin teas are served on the same tour.
Your party can mix-and-match which package you wish to
indulge in.
Our signature gin Pot-tails are the highlight of this unique
event. We use a variety of flavoured Scottish gins from our
supplier Gin Bothy all muddled with aromatic herbs and
topped dainty edible flowers.
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SEAFARI
High Speed Wildlife Watching Boat Trips… At
Seafari Adventures Forth we operate from two
locations close to Edinburgh, Scotland's capital
city. Our main base is at North Berwick where
we run boat trips out to see the magnificent
Bass Rock and out to the Isle of May.
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CROKE PARK
If you really want to get under the skin of the
Irish, a visit to Croke Park is a must. More than
just a stadium, it’s the home of Gaelic games
and it holds a special place in the hearts and
minds of Irish people. Here, you’ll find passion
and history pumping around every corner.
Everything and everyone is brimming with
pride, including our renowned Tour Guides
who’ll have you hanging on every word.
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GAELIC GAMES
EXPERIENCE
Experience Gaelic Games offers a range of
tailor made activities to suit the
requirements of different groups from a
single two hour session in Dublin to a
weekend away.
To add to your experience we are happy to
tailor a range of activities based around
active participation in our national games.
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GREYHOUND RACING
If you're looking for something different for a great night
out in Dublin, you’ll find it at Shelbourne Park Greyhound
Stadium. Nothing beats the excitement of greyhound
racing, and some of the most prestigious greyhound
fixtures of the year take place right here.

Shelbourne Park is just a fifteen minute walk from Dublin
City Centre and there's a free Dublin Coach Shuttle Bus
every Friday and Saturday night to make getting there a
little
easier.
You can watch all the action unfold from the comfort of
the bar. Or maybe from your table in our bright and
atmospheric restaurant, where you can relax and place a
bet with our table-side Tote service. We even have a
simple guide available in French, German, English,
Spanish, Italian, Chinese & Dutch - just ask any member of
the Tote team for a copy.
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CONTACT US:
SALES@ACGROUP.TRAVEL
HTTP://WWW.ACLUXE.TRAVEL

